Department of Commerce.

Membership Performance Review Board

AGENCY: Economics and Statistics Administration, Department of Commerce.

DATES: The period of appointment for those individuals selected for EDA’s Performance Review Board begins on October 20, 2015. The name, position title, and type of appointment of each member of EDA’s Performance Review Board are set forth below by organization:

1. Department of Commerce, Office of the Secretary, Office of the General Counsel (OS/OGC)
   Stephen D. Kong, Chief Counsel for Economic Development, Career SES, Chairperson

2. Department of Commerce, Minority Business Development Agency (MBDA)
   Edith J. McCloud, Associate Director for Management, Career SES

3. Department of Commerce, Office of the Secretary (OS), Office of the Chief Financial Officer and Assistant Secretary for Administration (CFO/ASA)
   Renee A. Macklin, Director for Program Evaluation and Risk Management, Career SES (New Member)

4. Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
   Russell F. Smith, III, Deputy Assistant Secretary for International Fisheries, Non-Career SES

Denise A. Yaag,
Director, Office of Executive Resources, Office of Human Resources Management, Office of the Secretary/Office of the CFO/ASA, Department of Commerce.
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BILLING CODE 3510–25–P

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Economics and Statistics Administration

Performance Review Board Membership

AGENCY: Economics and Statistics Administration, Department of Commerce.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: Below is a listing of individuals who are eligible to serve on the Performance Review Board (PRB) in accordance with the Economics and Statistics Administration’s (ESA) Senior Executive Service and Senior Professional performance management systems:

Kenneth A. Arnold, Deputy Under Secretary for Economic Affairs, ESA

Lisa M. Blumerman, Associate Director for Decennial Census Programs, Census Bureau

William G. Bostic, Jr., Associate Director for Economic Programs, Census Bureau

Stephen B. Burke, Chief Financial Officer and Director for Administration, ESA

Joanne Buenzli Crane, Associate Director for Administration and Chief Financial Officer, Census Bureau

Austin J. Durrer, Chief of Staff, ESA

Susan Helper, Special Advisor, ESA

Ron S. Jarmin, Assistant Director for Research and Methodology, Census Bureau

Enrique Lamas, Associate Director for Demographic Programs, Census Bureau

Harry Lee, Assistant Director for Information Technology and Deputy Chief Information Officer, Census Bureau

Thomas A. Louis, Associate Director for Research and Methodology, Census Bureau

Jennifer Madans, Associate Director for Science, Center for Disease Control and Prevention

Brent R. Moulton, Associate Director for National Economics, Bureau of Economic Analysis

Brian C. Moyer, Director, Bureau of Economic Analysis

Joel D. Platt, Associate Director for Regional Economics, Bureau of Economic Analysis

Nancy A. Potok, Deputy Director, Census Bureau

Pravina A. Raghavan, Senior Advisor for Policy and Program Integration, Office of the Deputy Secretary

Angela Simpson, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Communications and Information, National Telecommunications and Information Administration

Jeannie L. Shiffer, Associate Director for Communications, Census Bureau

Sarahelen Thompson, Associate Director for International Economics, Bureau of Economic Analysis

Katherine K. Wallman, Chief Statistician, Office of Management and Budget

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Lataisha Ellis, Executive Resources Office, 301–763–3727.

Dated: October 12, 2015.

Stephen B. Burke,
Chief Financial Officer and Director for Administration, Chair, ESA Performance Review Board.
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DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

National Telecommunications and Information Administration

First Responder Network Authority

[Dockt Number: 140821696–5909–05]

RIN 0660–XC012

Final Interpretations of Parts of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012

AGENCY: First Responder Network Authority, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce.

ACTION: Notice; final interpretations.

SUMMARY: The First Responder Network Authority (“FirstNet”) publishes this Notice to issue final interpretations of its enabling legislation that will inform, among other things, forthcoming requests for proposals, interpretive rules, and network policies. The purpose of this Notice is to provide stakeholders FirstNet’s interpretations on many of the key preliminary interpretations presented in the proposed interpretations published on March 13, 2015.

DATES: Effective October 20, 2015.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Eli Veenendaal, First Responder Network Authority, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce, 12201 Sunrise Valley Drive, M/S 243, Reston, VA 20192; 703–648–4167; or elijah.veenendaal@firstnet.gov.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

I. Introduction and Background

The Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (Pub. L. 112–96, Title VI, 126 Stat. 256 (codified at 47 U.S.C. 1401 et seq.)) (the “Act”) established the First Responder Network Authority (“FirstNet”) as an independent authority within the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (“NTIA”). The Act establishes FirstNet’s duty and responsibility to take all actions necessary to ensure the building, deployment, and operation of a nationwide public safety broadband network (“NPSBN”).

One of FirstNet’s initial steps in carrying out this responsibility pursuant to the Act is the issuance of open, transparent, and competitive requests for proposals (“RFPs”) for the purposes of building, operating, and maintaining

1 47 U.S.C. 1426(b).
the network. We have sought, and may continue to seek, public comments on many technical and economic aspects of these RFIs through traditional procurement processes, including requests for information ("RFIs") and potential draft RFIs and Special Notices, prior to issuance of RFPs.2

As a newly created entity, however, we are also confronted with many complex legal issues of first impression pursuant to the Act that will have a material impact on the RFIs, responsive proposals, and our operations going forward. Generally, the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA")3 provides the basic framework of administrative law governing agency action, including the procedural steps that must precede the effective promulgation, amendment, or repeal of a rule by a federal agency.4 However, section 1426(d)(2) of the Act provides that any action taken or decision made by FirstNet is exempt from the requirements of the APA.5 Nevertheless, although excluded from these procedural requirements, on March 13, 2015, FirstNet published a notice entitled "Further Proposed Interpretations of Parts of the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012" (hereinafter "the Second Notice"),6 seeking public comments on preliminary interpretations on certain foundational legal issues, as well as technical and economic issues, to help guide FirstNet’s efforts in achieving its mission.

The purpose of this Notice is to provide stakeholders notice of the final legal interpretations on many of the key preliminary interpretations presented in the Second Notice. Additional background, rationale for this action, and explanations of FirstNet’s interpretations were included in the Second Notice and are not repeated herein. The section immediately below labeled “Final Interpretations” summarizes FirstNet’s final interpretations with respect to the Second Notice. Thereafter, the section labeled “Response to Comments” summarizes the comments received on the preliminary interpretations contained in the Second Notice and provides FirstNet’s responses to such comments, including further explanations to FirstNet’s interpretations.

II. Final Interpretations

In sum, FirstNet makes the following final interpretations related to topics in the Second Notice:

A. Technical Requirements Relating to Equipment for Use on the NPSBN

Promoting Competition in the Equipment Market Place
1. FirstNet interprets 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) as applying to any equipment, including end user devices, used “on” (i.e., to use or access) the network, but does not include any equipment that is used to constitute the network (i.e., the core network or radio access network ("RAN")).
2. FirstNet concludes that the Act’s goal of “promot[ing] competition in the equipment market” is satisfied by applying the requirements listed in 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) to only those parameters necessary to maintain interoperability (i.e., “connectivity”) with the NPSBN, which are included in the Interoperability Board Report or otherwise in FirstNet network policies.
3. FirstNet concludes that 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) applies regardless of whether the equipment will access or use the NPSBN via a FirstNet-deployed RAN or a State-deployed RAN.

B. FirstNet Network Policies

Network Policies
4. FirstNet concludes that the items listed in 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1)(A) relating to RFIs are “policies” for purposes of 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(2) and as the term is generally used in 47 U.S.C. 1426(c).
5. FirstNet concludes that the network policies developed pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) apply to all elements of the network, including RANs deployed by individual States pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3).
6. FirstNet concludes that a required aspect of a State’s demonstrations of interoperability to both the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC") and NTIA under 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3), is a commitment to adhering to FirstNet’s network policies implemented under 47 U.S.C. 1426(c).
7. FirstNet concludes that it could require compliance with network policies essential to the deployment and interoperable operation of the network for public safety in all States as a condition of entering into a spectrum capacity lease pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)(iii)(II).

C. A State’s Opportunity To Assume Responsibility for RAN Deployment and Operation

Final Interpretations Regarding the Presentation of a State Plan and the Completion of Request for Proposal Process

8. FirstNet interprets 47 U.S.C. 1442(e) to merely require completion of the request for proposal process for the State in question, rather than the nation as a whole, prior to presentation of the plan to the State, assuming that FirstNet can at that stage otherwise meet the requirements for presenting a plan (and its contents) to such State.
9. FirstNet concludes that “completion” of the request for proposal process occurs when FirstNet has obtained sufficient information to present the State plan with the details required pursuant to the Act for such plan, but not necessarily at any final award stage of such a process.

Final Interpretations Regarding the Content of a State Plan

10. FirstNet concludes that the details of the proposed State plan pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1)(B) should include at least certain outcomes of the RFP process.
11. FirstNet concludes that the FirstNet plan must contain sufficient information to enable NTIA to make comparisons of cost-effectiveness, security, coverage, and quality of service.

Governor’s Role in the State Plan Process

12. FirstNet concludes that the decision of the Governor pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2), for purposes of the Act, is binding on all jurisdictions within such State, and that such a decision must be made for the entire State, and not simply a subset of individual jurisdictions within such State.
13. FirstNet concludes that FirstNet and a State could agree that FirstNet and the State (or sub-State jurisdictions) work together to permit implementation of added RAN coverage, capacity, or other network components beyond the State plan to the extent the interoperability, quality of service, and other goals of the Act are met.

2The pronouns “we” or “our” throughout this Notice refer to “FirstNet” alone and not FirstNet, NTIA, and the U.S. Department of Commerce as a collective group.
3See 5 U.S.C. 551–559. The APA defines a “rule” as “the whole or a part of an agency statement of general or particular applicability and future effect designed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy or describing the organization, procedure, or practice requirements of an agency and includes the approval or prescription for the future of rates, wages, corporate or financial structures or reorganizations thereof, prices, facilities, appliances, services or allowances therefor or of valuations, costs, or accounting, or practices bearing on any of the foregoing.” 5 U.S.C. 551(4).
4See 5 U.S.C. 1426(d)(2).
774 FR 13336 (Mar. 13, 2015).
8See 13336 (Mar. 13, 2015).
12See 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(3).
13See 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(3).
Final Interpretations Regarding the Timing and Nature of a State’s Decision

14. FirstNet concludes that the Governor must await notice and presentation of the FirstNet plan prior to making the decision pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).

15. FirstNet concludes that a State decision to participate in the FirstNet proposed deployment of the network in such State may be manifested by a State providing either (1) actual notice in writing to FirstNet within the 90-day decision period or (2) no notice within the 90-day period established pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).

16. FirstNet interprets the requirement within 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3) stating that the notice is to be provided to FirstNet, NTIA, and the FCC as being a contemporaneous (i.e., same day) requirement.

The Nature of FirstNet’s Proposed State Plan

17. FirstNet concludes that the presentation of a plan to a Governor and his/her decision to either participate in FirstNet’s deployment or follow the necessary steps to build a State RAN does not create a contractual relationship between FirstNet and the State.

Final Interpretations Regarding the State’s Development of an Alternative Plan

18. FirstNet concludes that the phrase “complete requests for proposals” means that a State has progressed in such a process to the extent necessary to submit an alternative plan for the construction, maintenance, operation, and improvements of the RAN, that demonstrates the technical and interoperability requirements in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(i).

19. FirstNet concludes that where a State fails to “complete” its request for proposal within the 180-day period pursuant to the Act, the State forfeits its ability to submit an alternative plan pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C), and the construction, maintenance, operations, and improvements of the RAN within the State shall proceed in accordance with the FirstNet proposed plan for such State.

Final Interpretations Regarding the Responsibilities of FirstNet and a State Upon a State Decision To Assume Responsibility for the Construction and Operation of Its Own RAN

20. FirstNet concludes that once a plan has been disapproved by the FCC, subject only to the additional review described in 47 U.S.C. 1442(h), the opportunity for a State to conduct its own RAN deployment pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3) will be forfeited, and FirstNet shall proceed in accordance with its proposed plan for that State.

21. FirstNet concludes, following an FCC-approved alternative State plan, it would have no obligation to construct, operate, maintain, or improve the RAN within such State.

22. FirstNet concludes that if a State, following FCC approval of its alternative plan, is unable or unwilling to implement its alternative plan in accordance with all applicable requirements, then FirstNet may assume, without obligation, RAN responsibilities in the State.

D. Customer, Operational and Funding Considerations Regarding State Assumption of RAN Construction and Operation

Customer Relationships in States Assuming RAN Construction and Operation

23. FirstNet concludes that the Act provides sufficient flexibility to accommodate many types of customer relationships with public safety entities for States assuming RAN responsibility so long as the relationships meet the interoperability and self-sustainment goals of the Act.

24. FirstNet concludes that the Act does not require that States assuming RAN deployment responsibilities be the customer-facing entity entering into agreements with and charging fees to public safety entities in such States.

25. FirstNet concludes that the Act does not preclude States assuming RAN deployment responsibilities from charging subscription fees to public safety entities if FirstNet and such States agree to such an arrangement in the spectrum capacity lease.

26. FirstNet concludes that the Act provides sufficient flexibility to allow the determination of whether FirstNet or a State plays a customer-facing role to public safety entities in a State assuming RAN responsibilities to be the subject of operational discussions between FirstNet and the State in negotiating the terms of the spectrum capacity lease.

27. FirstNet concludes that it will maintain a flexible approach to such functions and interactions in order to provide the best solutions to each State so long as the agreed upon approach meets the interoperability and self-sustainment goals of the Act.

Final Interpretation of FirstNet Analyzing Funding Considerations as Part of Its Determination To Enter Into a Spectrum Capacity Lease

28. FirstNet concludes, in fulfilling its duties and responsibilities pursuant to the Act, it can and must take into account funding considerations, including the “cost-effectiveness” of an alternative state plan as it may impact the national deployment of the NPSBN, in determining whether and under what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease with a State.7

29. FirstNet concludes as part of its cost-effectiveness analysis in determining whether and under what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease, it (i) must consider the impact of cost-inefficient alternative RAN plans, including inefficient use of scarce spectrum resources, on the NPSBN, and (ii) may require that amounts generated within a State in excess of those required to reasonably sustain the State RAN, be utilized to support the Act’s requirement to deploy the NPSBN on a nationwide basis.

30. FirstNet concludes as part of its cost-effectiveness analysis, it must consider State reinvestment and distribution of any user fees assessed to public safety entities or spectrum capacity revenues in determining whether and under what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease.

Reinvestment of User or Subscriber Fees

31. FirstNet concludes that the Act requires that States assuming RAN deployment responsibilities and charging user or subscription fees to public safety entities must reinvest such fees into the network.

32. FirstNet concludes it could impose a reinvestment restriction within the terms of a spectrum capacity lease with a State.

Reinvestment of Revenues From State Covered Leasing Agreements/Public-Private Partnerships

33. FirstNet concludes that, in practical effect, the literal statutory differences between a covered leasing agreement and public-private partnership as used in the Act result in no substantive difference between the Act’s treatment of FirstNet and States that assume RAN responsibility.

34. FirstNet concludes that any revenues from public-private partnerships, to the extent such arrangements are permitted and different than covered leasing agreements, should be reinvested into the network and that the reinvestment

III. Response to Comments

FirstNet received 70 written comments in response to the Second Notice from various stakeholders, including States, tribes, public safety organizations, commercial carriers, equipment vendors, utilities, and various associations. Comments included the submission of a large number of identical or similar comments as well as oral statements made during meetings with FirstNet. FirstNet has carefully considered each of the comments submitted. FirstNet has grouped and summarized the comments according to common themes and has responded accordingly. All written comments can be found at www.regulations.gov.

A. Final Interpretations of Technical Requirements Relating to Equipment for Use on the NSPBN

Promoting Competition in the Equipment Market Place

The Act requires FirstNet to “promote competition in the equipment market, including devices for public safety communications, by requiring that equipment for use on the network be: (i) Built to open, non-proprietary, commercially available standards; (ii) capable of being used by any public safety entity and by multiple vendors across all public safety broadband networks operating in the 700 MHz band; and (iii) backward-compatible with existing commercial networks to the extent that such capabilities are necessary and technically and economically reasonable.”8 Given the interoperability goals of the Act, and the fact that end user devices will need to operate seamlessly across the network regardless of State decisions to assume RAN responsibilities, FirstNet makes the following final interpretations related to this provision:

1. FirstNet interprets 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) as applying to any equipment, including end user devices, used “on” (i.e., to use or access) the network, but does not include any equipment that is used to constitute the network (i.e., the core network or RAN).

2. FirstNet concludes that the Act’s goal of “promoting competition in the equipment market” is satisfied by applying the requirements listed in 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B)(i) to only those parameters necessary to maintain interoperability (i.e., “connectivity”) with the NSPBN, which are included in the Interoperability Board Report or otherwise in FirstNet network policies.

3. FirstNet concludes that 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) applies whether or not the equipment is to access or use the NSPBN via a FirstNet-deployed RAN or a State-deployed RAN.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on Technical Requirements Relating to Equipment for Use on the NSPBN

Summary: The majority of commenters supported FirstNet’s proposed interpretations regarding technical requirements relating to equipment for use on the NSPBN, emphasizing, for example, that a contrary interpretation could lead to incompatible equipment, thereby limiting interoperability and resulting in higher-priced end user equipment. In particular, all commenters agreed that 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) applies regardless of whether the equipment will access or use the NSPBN via a FirstNet-deployed RAN or a State-deployed RAN. Interoperability of end-user devices across the entire network was the primary basis for this perspective. As documented below, however, certain commenters disagreed or provided general comments on these interpretations.

Comment #1: Several commenters stated the FirstNet proposed interpretation limiting the applicability of 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) to subscriber equipment (i.e., end-user devices) only and not system infrastructure (i.e., the core network and RAN) is not supported by the plain language of the Act and should be interpreted to apply more broadly to all network equipment and infrastructure.

Response: FirstNet disagrees that its interpretation limiting the applicability of 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) as referring to network components or equipment (i.e., the core network and RAN) is inconsistent with a requirement applicable to complex network routing and other equipment used inside the network. Similarly, 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B)(iii) requires such equipment to be “backward-compatible with existing commercial networks” in certain circumstances, which would again make sense in the context of end user devices, but not equipment being used to construct the network. Thus, based on the analysis in the Second Notice and supporting comments, FirstNet interprets the plain language of the Act describing equipment in 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) as referring to equipment using the services of the network, rather than equipment forming elements of the NSPBN (i.e., core network or the RAN).

Comment #2: One commenter stated that it is critical for FirstNet to understand that a paramount concern of the Act is to avoid a replication of the underlying conditions that led to limited participation in the public safety ecosystem, including the use of equipment that is not based on generally accepted commercial standards, but were in fact proprietary technologies that were, in most cases by design, not interoperable with other commercially available alternatives, resulting in limited competition and increased costs.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and understands the

importance of promoting competition in the equipment marketplace as described in 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B), while at the same time allowing for the development of innovative technologies that will interoperate with the NPSBN and provide the best solutions for public safety.

Comment #3: A few commenters disagreed with the interpretation and suggested further clarity was required around the specific elements that constitute the FirstNet core network and RAN in order to better understand the scope of the proposed interpretation.

Response: FirstNet refers the commenters to the final interpretations to the First Notice, which discuss in detail the specific elements that constitute the FirstNet core network and RAN.

Comment #4: One commenter encouraged FirstNet to focus on optimizing options, rather than defining network openness proscriptively. The commenter reasoned that FirstNet should take into consideration the fact that maximizing customer choice and vendor competition on handsets will also require an eye towards RAN equipment open standards to maximize the use of commercially available handsets already in development for commercial cellular networks, and also to ensure maximum interoperability and roaming on commercial cellular networks.

Response: See the response to Comment #2 above.

Comment #5: A few commenters recommended that the application of this provision be performed in full conformance with the recommendation and guidelines on open, non-proprietary, commercially available standards found in the Section 4.1.8 of the Interoperability Board Report.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and believes its interpretations of 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) are consistent with the relevant Sections of the Interoperability Board Report.

Comment #6: One commenter suggested that characterizing satellite connectivity as equipment “for use on” the network could result in requirements that constrict use of satellite connectivity as a network element, as opposed to an end-user device.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and will take the suggestion into consideration as it further delineates which specific equipment falls within the network components constituting the core network and RAN.

Comment #7: One commenter recommended that FirstNet should more clearly articulate what it means by “connectivity” so that interested parties can meaningfully evaluate whether the proposed scope of the requirement is reasonable and consistent with the Act’s requirements.

Response: FirstNet, as stated in the Second Notice, interprets “connectivity” for the purposes of this provision as being satisfied by applying the requirements of 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B) to only those parameters necessary to maintain interoperability and operational capability (i.e., “connectivity”) with the NPSBN as detailed in the Interoperability Board Report or otherwise in FirstNet network policies.

Comment #8: One commenter suggested that FirstNet, the National Institute of Standards and Technology (“NIST”), and the FCC should work to ensure that conformity with open, non-proprietary, commercially available standards—including those developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project—is a prerequisite to appearing on the list of certified equipment that the Act instructs to be developed by NIST. The commenter also stated that NIST, FirstNet, and the FCC should work together to ensure rigorous interoperability verification when developing the list.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and intends to coordinate with NIST and the FCC as required by the Act.

Comment #9: Several commenters stated that the definition of equipment, or its interoperability requirements, should not preclude commercially developed and potentially legally protected materials, such as existing operating systems, from being acceptable platforms for accessing applications and connecting to the NPSBN, but rather, innovation and existing capabilities should be encouraged among the vendor community to reduce device costs and speed to deployment, so long as interoperability among various devices remains.

Response: FirstNet believes its interpretations do not preclude or hinder existing operating systems from being acceptable platforms for accessing applications and connecting to the NPSBN so long as these systems meet the relevant requirements of 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B). Specifically, FirstNet concludes that the Act’s goal of “promot[ing] competition in the equipment market” is satisfied by applying these requirements to only those parameters necessary to maintain interoperability (i.e., “connectivity”) with the NPSBN, which are included in the Interoperability Board Report or otherwise in FirstNet network policies. In reaching this conclusion, we recognized that in order for innovation to bring forth improved products for the NPSBN, and for FirstNet and public safety entities to benefit from competition, product differentiation must be allowed to thrive. However, such differentiation must be balanced with the interoperability goals of the Act. Thus, certain technical attributes of the network must be met by the equipment described pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(2)(B), but other equipment attributes may be left to individual vendors to develop.

Comment #10: One commenter stated that attributes and features of a particular product should, to the maximum extent possible, be traceable to a set of standard specifications.

Response: See the response to Comment #8 above.

B. FirstNet Network Policies

Network Policies

Under the Act, FirstNet is tasked with developing “network policies” in carrying out various obligations related to its mission to ensure the establishment of the NPSBN. In particular, FirstNet must develop RFPs that appropriately address certain specified matters regarding building, operating, and maintaining the NPSBN, along with four other sets of policies covering technical and operational areas. In addition to items related to the RFPs, FirstNet must develop policies regarding the technical and operational requirements of the network; practices, procedures, and standards for the management and operation of the network; terms of service for the use of the network, including billing practices; and ongoing compliance reviews and monitoring. Taken as a whole, these policies, including the elements of the RFPs, form operating parameters for the NPSBN, addressing, for example, how the FirstNet core network will connect...
and operate with the RANs to ensure interoperability.

The Act does not expressly state whether only FirstNet, or both FirstNet and a State assuming RAN responsibilities, must follow the network policies required pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1). Rather, the Act only refers to the “nationwide public safety broadband network” or the “network,” without expressly indicating whether such State RANs are included in the term. Thus, given the provisions of the Act, the Interoperability Board Report, the overall interoperability goals of the Act, and the effect on interoperability of not having the network policies apply to States assuming RAN responsibilities, FirstNet makes the following conclusions relating to the nature and application of the network policies developed pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) to both FirstNet and States assuming RAN responsibilities:

1. FirstNet concludes that the items listed in 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1)(A) relating to RFPs are “policies” for purposes of 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(2) and as the term is generally used in 47 U.S.C. 1426(c).

2. FirstNet concludes that the network policies developed pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) apply to all elements of the network, including RANs deployed by individual States pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1422(e)(3).

3. FirstNet concludes that a required aspect of a State’s demonstrations of interoperability to both the FCC and NTIA under 47 U.S.C. 1422(e)(3), is a commitment to adhering to FirstNet’s network policies implemented under 47 U.S.C. 1426(c).

4. FirstNet concludes that it could require compliance with network policies essential to the deployment and interoperable operation of the network for public safety in all States as a condition of entering into a spectrum capacity lease pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)(iii)(II).

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on Network Policies

RFPs Items as Network Policies

Summary: The majority of commenters agreed with FirstNet’s interpretation that the topics listed in 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) pertaining to RFPs, while not typically thought of as policies, nonetheless are “network policies” for purposes of 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1).

Comment #11: One commenter disagreed that the RFP-related items should be considered policies, but acknowledged that they would qualify as such pursuant to the Act as written.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment, but believes its interpretation of this provision as recognized by the commenter, is correct pursuant to the Act.

Applicability of Network Policies to States Assuming RAN Responsibilities

Summary: The vast majority of commenters also agreed with FirstNet’s interpretation that the network policies pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c) apply regardless of whether FirstNet deploys the RAN or the State takes on that responsibility. These commenters agreed with FirstNet’s assessment that universal application of network policies, irrespective of who deploys the RAN, is critical to maintaining interoperability throughout the NPSBN.

Comment #12: A few commenters disagreed with FirstNet’s interpretation that all States must comply with FirstNet’s network policies, generally arguing that States assuming responsibilities for deploying the RAN are not compelled pursuant to the Act to comply with FirstNet’s network policies and thus should have the authority to develop their own policies.

Response: FirstNet disagrees and believes the network policies required to be developed pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) to be applicable to the entire NPSBN, including a RAN whether such RAN is deployed by FirstNet or a State. First, the plain language of the Act suggests that network policies developed pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) are intended to apply to all elements of the NPSBN. The Act defines the term “nationwide public safety broadband network” to mean the nationwide, interoperable public safety network described in 47 U.S.C. 1422.

Accordingly, the Act, in 47 U.S.C. 1422(b), expressly defines the NPSBN as initially consisting of two primary components: The core network and the RAN. Although generally describing the elements and scope of these network components, the Act does not exclude or otherwise indicate that a State-deployed RAN is not part of the NPSBN. Thus, the plain language of the Act appears to indicate that a RAN, regardless of what entity actually deploys it, is a component of the overall NPSBN. Consequently, it is reasonable to interpret that a RAN, as a component of the network, would be subject to all network requirements, regardless of what entity is responsible for deploying the RAN, including policies that apply to the network as a whole.

Second, the Act mandates that FirstNet, in carrying out the requirements of the Act, must establish network policies, but does not authorize any other entity to establish such policies. Specifically, FirstNet must develop the following policies: Those related to technical and operational requirements of the network; practices, procedures, and standards for the management and operation of such network; terms of service for the use of such network, including billing practices; and ongoing compliance reviews and monitoring of the management and operation of the network and practices of entities operating on the network and the personnel using the network. This list of network policies described in 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) does not expressly contemplate that a separate set of network policies would be developed or apply to a RAN deployed by a State. In fact, the Act, by requiring FirstNet to consult with States on various matters, including network policies, suggests that the opposite conclusion is likely the case. For example, as stated in the Second Notice, the Act did not differentiate between States accepting the FirstNet RAN plan and States assuming RAN responsibility in the provisions of 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(2) requiring consultation with States on the network policies of 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1). Consequently, such consultations presumably would not be required for States assuming RAN responsibility if the policies in question did not apply to the RAN in that State.

Third, among other network considerations, the Act describes the process a State seeking to conduct its own RAN deployment must follow in order to receive approval of an alternative RAN plan, a grant for RAN construction, and authority to seek a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet. These considerations include, among other things, a demonstration of initial and ongoing interoperability with the NPSBN. From a practical perspective, such interoperability will largely depend, as is the case with FirstNet’s deployed core network and RANs, on compliance with the network policies developed pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1). Thus, a necessary aspect of a State’s demonstration of interoperability to both the FCC and NTIA is a commitment to adhering to FirstNet’s network policies. This could be particularly important because such policies will likely evolve over time as the technology, capabilities, and operations of the network evolve, and

18 See 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(3).
19 See id.
20 See id.
an alternative interpretation could frustrate the interoperability goals of the Act.

In addition, States assuming RAN responsibilities must demonstrate "comparable security, coverage, and quality of service to that of the [NPSBN]." FirstNet's policies will establish requirements for security, coverage, and quality of service standards for the NPSBN, and thus States seeking to assume State RAN responsibilities would need to demonstrate "comparable" capabilities to those specified in these policies. As stated above, however, the Act requires FirstNet to engage in consultation with States regarding the network policies pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1), so while FirstNet will establish such policies, States will have meaningful opportunities to help inform the establishment of such policies.

Comment #13: A few commenters recognized the importance of interoperability, but suggested that States taking on RAN responsibilities should have the flexibility to tailor their policies to their unique circumstances unless it affected interoperability.

Response: FirstNet understands the unique needs of the States and believes the Act, through its extensive consultation requirements and processes regarding network policies developed pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1), provides a vehicle for States to have substantial opportunities to inform such policies and, as is discussed in the Second Notice, FirstNet will continue to work cooperatively with States in their establishment.

Comment #14: One commenter advocated that, in order to avoid imposing unnecessary burdens, States assuming RAN responsibilities should be required to comply with only those policies necessary to maintain interoperability.

Response: FirstNet agrees that the primary goal of the Act is to ensure the interoperability of the NPSBN, and, accordingly, paramount among network policies are those that assist in meeting this requirement. However, the Act requires FirstNet to establish policies for other elements critical to establishing the NPSBN, such as those that govern the technical and operational requirements of the network. For example, such policies, as contemplated in the Act, will likely provide the criteria and processes for the implementation and monitoring of vital network features, including those related to priority and preemption or network security, both of which are essential to public safety. To that end, it is critical that public safety be afforded the same features, functionality, and level of service from State to State, particularly when there is a need to cross State boundaries in the case of an incident, to ensure no impact to vital communications. The Act's requirement pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1) for the implementation of network policies, we believe, was reasonably intended to apply to States assuming RAN responsibilities to ensure neither the public's safety nor the network are put at risk. Accordingly, FirstNet disagrees that States assuming RAN responsibilities should be required to comply with only those network policies necessary to maintain interoperability.

Compliance With FirstNet Network Policies as an Element To Demonstrating Interoperability

Summary: A majority of commenters agreed with FirstNet's related interpretation that adherence to FirstNet's network policies would be an important factor in demonstrating interoperability pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3) by a State that is seeking to assume RAN responsibilities. Several of these commenters focused on the need for uniformity and consistency in policies to ensure interoperability throughout the lifetime of the network. A few commenters disagreed with this approach, however, suggesting that the interpretation was not supported by the Act.

Comment #15: One commenter contended that the Act neither expressly nor implicitly makes such a pronouncement regarding a State's interoperability demonstration, expressed concern that the interpretation could compromise a State's ability to have control over deployment of its RAN, and proposed instead that a State seeking to assume responsibility for deploying the RAN be required to demonstrate both current and future interoperability capability, but not necessarily subject to FirstNet's network policies.

Response: See the responses to Comment #1 and Comment #2 above.

Compliance With FirstNet Network Policies as a Condition To Obtaining a Spectrum Capacity Lease

Summary: Commenters largely agreed with FirstNet's conclusion that it could require compliance with certain network policies essential to the deployment and interoperable operation of the NPSBN as a condition to entering into a spectrum capacity lease pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)(iii)(II). One commenter, for instance, encouraged FirstNet to use all the tools at its disposal to require compliance with network policies to ensure the central goal of the Act of creating a sustainable, interoperable, nationwide network. Another commenter noted that, as the license holder of the spectrum, FirstNet has the right to take measures that ensure the nationwide interoperability of the network. A few commenters disagreed with FirstNet's interpretation that compliance with FirstNet's network policies could be a condition within a State's eventual spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet, challenging FirstNet's authority pursuant to the Act to impose such a condition.

Comment #16: One commenter argued that the only limitations allowed to be placed on access to a spectrum capacity lease are those expressly enumerated in 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(D), indicating that compliance with FirstNet's network policies are not explicitly included in these requirements.

Response: FirstNet disagrees and notes that as the licensee of the spectrum it must ultimately determine the terms and conditions of a spectrum capacity lease entered into with a State assuming responsibility for RAN deployment.

Comment #17: One commenter contended that requiring compliance with network policies as a condition to obtaining a spectrum capacity lease was a way for FirstNet to gain concessions not required pursuant to the Act from a State seeking to take on responsibilities for deploying the RAN.

Response: FirstNet recognizes the Act strikes a balance between establishing a nationwide network and providing States an opportunity, under certain conditions, to deploy a RAN within their respective State boundaries. One of those conditions explicitly stated within the Act is for the State to obtain a spectrum capacity lease from FirstNet. Accordingly, FirstNet intends to act in good faith with each of the States to explore "win-win" solutions with States aspiring to assume RAN responsibilities consistent with all requirements in the Act mandating the deployment of an interoperable nationwide broadband network for public safety.

Comment #18: A few commenters did not disagree with FirstNet's interpretation, but noted the importance of providing clarity and transparency to the spectrum capacity leasing process.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comments and will consider them, as appropriate, in the development of any

---

22 See 47 U.S.C. 1426(c)(1).
processes or requirements related to a spectrum capacity lease.

C. A State’s Opportunity To Assume Responsibility for RAN Deployment and Operations

Final Interpretations Regarding the Presentation of a State Plan and the Completion of Request for Proposal Process

The Act requires FirstNet to present its plan for a State to the Governor “[u]pon the completion of the request for proposal process conducted by FirstNet for the construction, operation, maintenance, and improvement of the [NPSBN]. . . .”24 The Act does not further define the specific stage in the RFP process that would constitute being “complete.”

FirstNet, in accordance with its analysis in the Second Notice, makes the following conclusions regarding the completion of the RFP process and the definition of completion:

1. FirstNet interprets 47 U.S.C. 1442(e) to merely require completion of the RFP process for a particular State, rather than the nation as a whole, prior to presentation of the plan to such State, assuming that FirstNet can at that stage otherwise meet the requirements for presenting a plan (and its contents) to such State.

2. FirstNet concludes that “completion” of the RFP process occurs at such time that FirstNet has obtained sufficient information to present the State plan with the details required pursuant to the Act for such plan, but not necessarily at any final award stage of such a process.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on the Completion of the Request for Proposal Process

The majority of respondents agreed with FirstNet’s interpretation that, so long as FirstNet is able to provide the contents of, and meet the Act’s requirements for presenting, a plan to the State, FirstNet need only complete the RFP process for the specific State rather than the nation as a whole.25 In addition, most commenters agreed that “completion” was not necessarily a final award stage of any RFP process, but simply the stage at which FirstNet has obtained sufficient information to present the State plan and its required details to the Governor. Commenters generally understood the complex economies of scale determinations that must be undertaken by potential offerors and agreed that, depending on final determinations by the States regarding their decision to assume responsibility to deploy their own RAN, such final award stages may come after the State plan presentation.

Several respondents disagreed, however, arguing that the RFP process must be completed nationwide prior to any State plan being presented to the Governor or his designee, while other commenters provided recommendations for implementing these interpretations.

Comment #19: Two commenters were concerned that FirstNet intended to issue individual RFPs for each State, and that such an approach would deprive FirstNet and NTIA of critical information and prevent States from making informed decisions. One commenter stated that whether FirstNet chooses to conduct a single nationwide RFP for the entire network, discrete nationwide RFPs for categories of network procurements, or multiple State or regional RFPs, FirstNet should complete all of its planned RFP processes across the nation before presenting individualized State plans.

Response: FirstNet disagrees that all RFP processes across the nation must be completed prior to presenting a single State plan, and believes that requiring such a process would have the potential to restrict the number and kind of RFPs that FirstNet issues, and could unduly delay the deployment of the NPSBN to the injury of public safety stakeholders and potential partner(s).

The Act provides FirstNet with flexibility in deciding how many and what type of RFPs to develop and issue by not specifying any such required number or type.26 As discussed in the Second Notice, if 47 U.S.C. 1426 is read to require all States to await the completion of all such RFP processes, FirstNet would likely constrain the range of RFPs it might otherwise conduct to avoid substantial delays nationwide, and in doing so constrain its ability to reflect the input from consultative parties as required by the Act.27

Additionally, by requiring FirstNet to wait until all RFP processes are fully complete across the nation prior to issuing a State plan, a single protest regarding a single State or region could substantially delay implementation of the network in many or most States contrary to the Act’s emphasis on “speed[ing] deployment of the network.”28

Comment #20: Another commenter focused on the potential for diminished spectrum value were FirstNet to issue individual State RFPs and was particularly concerned that there may be a lack of respondents to the RFPs in rural States with less overall spectrum value than those States that have larger, metropolitan areas within their respective borders. This commenter asserted that the only way to meet the Act’s requirements to “build out the NPSBN to cover rural America” was to either partner with a large number of rural providers or to have a nationwide partner.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and will consider it, as appropriate, in the development of any processes or requirements related to RFP(s) regarding the build out of the NPSBN.

Comment #21: An additional commenter was concerned that if complete nationwide data from the RFP process is not available to a State when FirstNet presents the State plan, any alternative plan developed by the State could not be fairly evaluated for its “cost-effectiveness” based on a nationwide analysis.

Response: FirstNet disagrees that full nationwide data is necessary for a State to develop an alternative plan. FirstNet interprets that, in order to present a State plan, FirstNet must have obtained sufficient information to present the State plan with the details required pursuant to the Act for such a plan. The details of the State plan, as discussed in the Second Notice, must include sufficient information to enable NTIA to undertake comparisons of cost-effectiveness, security, coverage, and quality of service—exactly the type of cost-effectiveness comparisons about which the commenter is concerned. Therefore, FirstNet believes its final interpretation regarding what constitutes completion of the RFP process necessarily encapsulates and allays the commenter’s concerns.

Comment #22: Several commenters, while agreeing with FirstNet’s legal interpretations that the RFP process is considered complete when FirstNet has enough information to present a State plan for the specific State in question, also suggested that FirstNet try to at least provide State plans at a similar time to members of the surrounding FEMA region due to the close coordination that must take place within FEMA region States.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges this comment and will consider it, as appropriate, as it develops the process for the presentation of State plans.
Final Interpretations Regarding the Content of a State Plan

47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1) requires that FirstNet provide to the Governor of each State, or a Governor’s designee, “details of the proposed plan for build out of the [NPSBN] in such State.” Section 1442 does not include any express guidance as to the “details of the proposed plan” that must be provided.

Other provisions of the Act, however, provide some guidance in this regard and include provisions relating to the outcomes of the RFP process as well as the ability for NTIA to make comparisons of cost-effectiveness, security, coverage, and quality of service. In accordance with the structure and purposes of the Act, FirstNet makes the following interpretations regarding the content of a State plan:

1. FirstNet concludes that the details of the proposed State plan pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1)(B) should include at least certain outcomes of the RFP process.

2. FirstNet concludes that the FirstNet plan must contain sufficient information to enable NTIA to make comparisons of cost-effectiveness, security, coverage, and quality of service.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on the Content of a State Plan

The majority of commenters agreed with FirstNet’s interpretations regarding the content of a State plan. Many agreed with FirstNet that its interpretations regarding the content of a State plan constituted only the minimum details that FirstNet may provide and that FirstNet may decide to provide more specifics as it deems necessary. A few commenters, while generally agreeing with FirstNet’s conclusions, suggested additional details that FirstNet should take into consideration and provide upon the presentation of a State plan.

Comment #23: One commenter suggested that any State plan must also contain information and assumptions regarding the core network, including capacity, accessibility, and interoperability, for the Governor to truly have enough information at hand to make an informed decision.

Response: FirstNet agrees that certain information, as determined by FirstNet, regarding the core network should be included in the State plan in order to enable the FCC and NTIA to effectively evaluate and compare the State’s alternative RAN plan should the State decide to deploy its own RAN and not participate in the FirstNet-proposed State plan pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).

Comment #24: Several commenters stated that any and all information, data, and analysis that FirstNet uses to develop the State plan must be fully and completely available for a State to completely understand all decisions that went into the State plan and make an informed decision.

Response: FirstNet disagrees and notes that the Act does not require that such information be provided in a State plan.

Governor’s Role in the State Plan Process

47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2), entitled “State decision,” establishes the Governor’s role in choosing how the State will proceed regarding FirstNet deployment. FirstNet makes the following interpretations regarding the Governor’s role in the State plan process and the ability of FirstNet and the States to implement additional State RAN deployment:

1. FirstNet concludes that the decision of the Governor pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2), for purposes of the Act, is binding on all jurisdictions within such State, and that such a decision must be made for the entire State in question and not simply a subset of individual jurisdictions.

2. FirstNet concludes that FirstNet and a State could agree that FirstNet and the State (or sub-State jurisdictions) work together to permit implementation of added RAN coverage, capacity, or other network components beyond the State plan to the extent the interoperability, quality of service, and other goals of the Act are met.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on the Governor’s Role in the State Plan Process

Summary: The majority of commenters agreed that the Act specifies the Governor as the State official who makes a final determination regarding FirstNet deployment in the State and that the Governor’s decision should be binding on all jurisdictions within the State. Commenters also generally agreed with FirstNet’s interpretation that FirstNet and States could work together to potentially expand RAN coverage, capacity, or other network components so long as the goals of the Act were met. A few commenters, as described below, expressed some general concerns about the Governor’s authority to make a decision related to RAN deployment within the State.

Comment #25: Several commenters detailed, while agreeing with FirstNet’s interpretation that the ultimate decision regarding FirstNet deployment in the State was that of the Governor, that many States may require legislative approval or coordination between political subdivisions or counties and the State before the Governor is able to make such decisions for the State.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and believes regardless of whether a Governor may need to seek certain approvals prior to making a decision for the State, pursuant to the Act, the final State decision regarding a FirstNet-proposed State plan continues to ultimately rest with the Governor.

Comment #26: One commenter suggested that plans for each State should be developed after appropriate consultation with tribal jurisdictions in order for the plan to be binding on tribal jurisdictions. The commenter stated that in the event of a tribal/state dispute, approval for the State plan should not be delayed for the rest of the State and coverage or level of service for the tribal jurisdiction could be “amended to the FirstNet or Commission approved plan.”

Response: Tribal jurisdictions are expressly included as part of the statutorily mandated consultation process. The Act specifies that such consultation regarding the development of State plans must occur between FirstNet and the State single point of contact (“SPOC”). FirstNet has endeavored, and will continue, to seek input in accordance with the Act from tribal jurisdictions in an effort to ensure that their needs are reflected in the State plan ultimately delivered to a Governor. While it is not entirely clear what the commenter means by having tribal coverage levels be “amended to the FirstNet or Commission approved plan.” FirstNet does agree that there may be opportunities for the State and FirstNet to agree to have FirstNet and the tribal jurisdictions work directly with one another to provide added RAN coverage, capacity, or other network components as necessary beyond the State plan so long as the interoperability, quality of service, and other goals of the Act are met.
operate a network within its jurisdiction."

Response: FirstNet disagrees with the commenter’s assertions. 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2) clearly states that “the Governor shall choose whether to participate in the deployment of the [NPSBN] as proposed by [FirstNet] or conduct its own deployment of a [RAN] in such State.”33 As discussed in the Second Notice, such sub-State level decisions, if permitted, could create potential islands of RANs which do not meet the interoperability and other goals of the Act regarding a NSPBN.34 The Act does not authorize anyone other than the Governor to make a respective State’s decision regarding the FirstNet-proposed State plan and, in fact, further supports the conclusion of a single decision point through the creation of a single point of contact for each State, directly appointed by the Governor.35

In addition, the Act grants FirstNet the nationwide license for the 700 MHz D block spectrum and existing public safety broadband spectrum36 and requires a “State” (not individual sub-State jurisdictions) that seeks to assume RAN responsibilities to “submit an alternative plan” to the FCC and apply to NTIA to lease spectrum capacity from FirstNet.37 Nowhere does the Act contemplate sub-State jurisdictions operating their own RANs using FirstNet’s licensed spectrum—it is only a State that may develop an alternative plan for submission through the section 1442(e)(3)(C) approval process for eventual negotiation of a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet.

Comment #28: One commenter suggested that, while agreeing with FirstNet’s conclusion that it could work with the State to permit State or sub-State implementation of added RAN coverage, capacity, or other network components beyond the FirstNet plan, FirstNet should not enter any agreement on a Statewide or sub-State basis without the concurrence of the State, or otherwise in a manner that would limit or restrict the Governor’s discretion and rights with regard to the State decision process pursuant to the Act.

Response: FirstNet agrees with this comment and, as indicated in the Second Notice, would work with the State prior to any such agreements.

Final Interpretations Regarding the Timing and Nature of a State’s Decision

The Act provides that the Governor must make a decision “[n]ot later than 90 days after the date on which the Governor of a State receives notice pursuant to [section 1442(e)(1)].”38 As noted in the Second Notice, such phraseology raises the question as to whether a Governor could make such a decision prior to receiving the notice contemplated pursuant to section 1442(e)(1). Additionally, if the Governor decides to participate in the State plan, the Act does not specifically require the Governor to provide notice of the State’s decision to participate in the FirstNet-proposed network to FirstNet, or any other party.39

Finally, if the Governor decides to assume RAN responsibilities on behalf of the State and create an alternative plan for deployment of the RAN within its borders, the Act provides that “[u]pon making a decision . . . the Governor shall notify [FirstNet], the NTIA, and the [FCC] of such decision.”40

After taking into consideration the analysis contained in the Second Notice and its associated comments, FirstNet makes the following interpretations regarding the timing and nature of a State’s decision:

1. FirstNet concludes that the Governor must await notice and presentation of the FirstNet plan prior to making the decision pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).

2. FirstNet concludes that a State decision to participate in the FirstNet-proposed deployment of the network in such State may be manifested by a State providing either (1) actual notice in writing to FirstNet within the 90-day decision period or (2) no notice within the 90-day period established pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).

3. FirstNet interprets the requirement within 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3) stating that the notice is to be provided to FirstNet, NTIA, and the FCC as being an immediate (i.e., same day) requirement.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments Regarding the Timing and Nature of a State’s Decision

The majority of commenters agreed with FirstNet’s interpretations regarding the timing and nature of a State’s decision. Several commenters affirmed that the Act requires certain findings and comparisons to be made during the process under which a State assumes RAN responsibility and that such a comparison cannot be conducted until the FirstNet plan has been presented.

Some commenters, however, disagreed with FirstNet, stating that a Governor is free to make a decision at any time and should be allowed to make the decision to assume responsibility for the RAN early if the State so chooses, as well as be allowed the full 90 days to inform FirstNet, NTIA, and the FCC of the State’s decision regardless of when a decision is actually made within a State. Additionally, some commenters asked that the Governor be allowed time beyond the 90-day limit to make such a decision. Others, while agreeing with FirstNet’s legal conclusions, suggested that FirstNet try to provide the States with as much information as possible prior to the official 90-day clock to assist the Governors with their decision. Finally, some commenters disagreed with FirstNet’s conclusion that only an affirmative opt-out notice would result in a State not accepting the State plan presented by FirstNet.

Comment #29: Several commenters stated that FirstNet has no authority to instruct a Governor on his or her decision-making process. These commenters stated that FirstNet should not become an obstacle requiring States to wait to make a decision to assume RAN responsibility.

Response: To clarify, FirstNet acknowledges that it has no authority to instruct a Governor on his or her specific decision-making process, but rather only to interpret the requirements with respect to the process for submitting that ultimate decision as provided in the Act.

The Act provides that “[n]ot later than 90 days after the date on which the Governor of a State receives notice pursuant to [section 1442(e)(1)], the Governor shall choose whether to (A) participate in the deployment of the [NPSBN] as proposed by [FirstNet] or (B) conduct its own deployment of a [RAN] in such State.”41 While many commenters seemed to focus on the “not later than 90 days” phrase at the beginning of the sentence and assert this to mean that a Governor may choose to assume RAN responsibility at any time between the present day up to the 90-day time limit, the decision is expressly dependent on FirstNet having first provided the Governor the requisite notice pursuant to section 1442(e)(2).

For instance, it is logical to conclude that a Governor could wait the full 90 days after he or she receives notice of the State plan before making the decision to assume RAN responsibility and notify the proper parties. Similarly,

34 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).
35 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1).
36 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1).
37 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3).
38 See 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1).
40 Id.
41 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2) (emphasis added).
a Governor could wait, for example, only 40 days after he or she receives notice, or even make the decision required pursuant to section 1442(e)(2) and notify the proper parties the same day as receiving notice of the State plan. By using the language “after the date on which the Governor of a State receives notice,” Congress indicated its intent that the State decision would occur after receipt of the notice from FirstNet. Thus, for purposes of the formal State decision pursuant to section 1442(e)(2), the Governor must wait until the FirstNet-proposed State plan is presented before he or she notifies FirstNet. NTIA, and the FCC of the State’s decision to assume RAN responsibility.

Furthermore, it would be counterproductive to notify FirstNet, NTIA, and the FCC of the State’s decision earlier than presentation by FirstNet of the State plan as that would necessarily start the 180-day clock regarding submission of an alternative plan without there being any FirstNet proposed plan against which the FCC and NTIA could evaluate and compare the State’s alternative plan.42 As such, these entities would be unable to fulfill their statutory responsibilities related to approving or rejecting the alternative plan as they would have insufficient information to make the necessary determinations as required under the Act.

Comment #30: Some commenters suggested that FirstNet should work with States where there are opportunities for early deployment and allow the States to develop their own RAN plans at a later stage in the process as needed once the State plan is presented by FirstNet, the goal of which would be to allow the States to move forward with deployment as soon as the State was ready.

Response: The Act explicitly requires a sequential process to be followed prior to any FirstNet network deployment taking place.43 It is not until the State has decided to participate in FirstNet’s proposed State plan or has progressed through the entire alternative plan process provided in section 1442(e)(3) that any network deployment may begin. To proceed through the process required under section 1442(e)(3)(C)-(D), the FCC and NTIA must have access to the FirstNet-proposed State plan in order to compare it to the State’s alternative plan.44

The Act does not contemplate any type of retroactive amendment process within section 1442(e)(3) and requires comparisons and evaluations to take place between the FirstNet-proposed State plan and the State’s alternative plan that simply cannot occur without the FirstNet proposed State plan first being presented to the Governor as required by the Act. Without a FirstNet plan having been presented, the State’s premature decision would not enable the FCC to make the assessments required to approve the State’s alternate plan, or if such plan is approved, enable NTIA to review and determine whether to approve an application for grant funds and to seek a spectrum capacity lease from FirstNet.

Comment #31: One commenter stated that FirstNet should make clear that Governors are not prohibited from beginning to develop alternative plans now and that the development of alternative plans in advance could also assist Governors in making informed choices regarding whether to assume RAN responsibility or participate in the FirstNet State plan.

Response: There is no statutory provision preventing States from using their own funds to begin developing alternative plans.

Comment #32: A few commenters asserted that the State must respond in writing with its decision, regardless of the 90-day time limit prior to FirstNet taking any action.

Response: As stated in the Second Notice, the Act does not require the Governor of a State to provide notice of the State’s decision to participate in FirstNet’s proposed State plan pursuant to section 1442(e)(2)(A) to FirstNet, or any other party. Notice is only required should the Governor of a State decide that the State will assume responsibility for the buildout and operation of the RAN in the State.45

Taking into consideration the Act’s emphasis on the need “to speed deployment” of the network for public safety,46 the requirement for specific required affirmative notice for a decision to assume RAN deployment and operation, and no such explicit affirmative notice required for a decision to accept the proposed FirstNet plan, FirstNet concludes that notice is not required within the 90-day period established pursuant to section 1442(e)(2) in order for a Governor to choose to participate in the FirstNet-proposed State plan.

Comment #33: Several commenters asked that States be given longer than the 90-day time limit established by the Act due to the complexity of the decision itself and the decision process that many Governors may have to go through prior to making a final determination regarding whether to choose to participate in the FirstNet-proposed State plan or conduct the deployment of the State’s own RAN. In addition, some commenters expressed frustration that FirstNet will have several years to decide its approach with the States, whereas the States must provide written notice of its intentions within 90 days.

Response: FirstNet was created by Congress and is bound by the statutory language contained within the Act. The Act explicitly provides for a 90-day period following the presentation of the State plan for a Governor to choose to participate in the State plan as presented by FirstNet or choose to conduct its own deployment of a RAN within the State.47 FirstNet has no ability to change the plain language of the Act and therefore has no authority to extend the 90-day time period.

Comment #34: Some commenters suggested that, while FirstNet is unable to provide the Governor with more time following the presentation of the FirstNet-proposed State plan, FirstNet should do everything in its power to provide the States with information that may be contained in the State plan as much in advance of the formal 90-day time clock as possible.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and plans to continue to coordinate with the States through its ongoing consultation efforts to share details of the proposed State plans as such information comes available as part of the RFP process.

The Nature of FirstNet’s Proposed State Plan

The Act pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1) requires FirstNet to present a “plan” to the Governor, or to the Governor’s designee, of each State. The Governor must then decide whether to participate in the deployment as proposed by FirstNet or to deploy the State’s own RAN that interoperates with the NPSBN.48 While the presentation of such a plan is an important step in the deployment of the NPSBN, it is only one additional milestone within the ongoing relationship between FirstNet and the States, with significant collaboration between the parties still to take place prior to deployment.

Using the plain language of the Act, a “plan,” as defined by Oxford
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46 See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(1)(C); see also, e.g., 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(3).
Dictionaries, is a “detailed proposal for doing or achieving something.”

Nowhere does the Act use contract terminology, such as “offer,” “execute,” or “acceptance,” in relationship to the FirstNet plan. In fact, the Act speaks only to a Governor’s decision to “participate” in the deployment as proposed by FirstNet. Accordingly, FirstNet makes the following conclusion regarding the nature of FirstNet’s proposed State plan:

FirstNet concludes that the presentation of a plan to a Governor and his/her decision to either participate in FirstNet’s deployment or follow the necessary steps to build a State RAN do not create a contractual relationship between FirstNet and the State.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments Regarding the Nature of FirstNet’s Proposed State Plan

The majority of commenters agreed with FirstNet’s conclusion that the presentation of the State plan and the Governor’s decision to (or not to) participate in the plan do not constitute a contractual relationship between the parties. Several commenters expressed their sentiments that any network user fees associated with the network could not be binding on individual public safety entities at the time of the State plan because not all such fees will likely be known at the time a State plan is presented by FirstNet, and therefore a contract could not exist between the parties. Moreover, the vast majority of respondents agreed that it would not be until public safety entities actually subscribe to the NPSBN that contractual relationships would be established between the public safety entities themselves and FirstNet or the State, as applicable.

Comment #35: Several commenters, while agreeing with FirstNet’s interpretation that the plan does not constitute a contract, stated that any material alteration of the State plan by FirstNet, such as priority or timing of build-out, should also allow a State to similarly alter its decision that was based on the previous plan.

Response: The Act does not provide for any mechanism whereby a Governor that decides to participate in the FirstNet-proposed State plan pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2) can then reverse his or her decision for the State and choose to assume RAN responsibility at some unspecified point in the future. Once a Governor is presented with the FirstNet-proposed State plan, he or she then has 90 days with which to make the decision to participate in FirstNet’s proposed plan or to choose to conduct its own RAN deployment. Congress struck a balance in the Act between a State’s right to conduct its own RAN deployment and FirstNet and its potential partner(s)’ needs for certainty as network deployment begins nationwide. Both FirstNet and its ultimate network partner(s) must be able to rely on State decisions in order to effectively and efficiently plan the nationwide deployment of the NPSBN.

FirstNet recognizes that after a Governor’s decision, changes to the FirstNet State plan could arguably occur due to unforeseen circumstances or even based on further agreements between FirstNet and the impacted State. FirstNet intends to continue to coordinate closely with each State as it plans the deployment in accordance with the State plan to help ensure such plans meet the needs of public safety. It is important to note that as there is no mandate in the Act that public safety purchase services from FirstNet, FirstNet must offer an attractive value proposition to incentivize adoption of the NPSBN by its public safety stakeholders.

Comment #36: One commenter expressed that the Act, specifically 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)–(D), requires that the State demonstrate specific criteria in its alternative plan in order to be approved by the FCC and NTIA to enter a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet. Therefore, while the commenter agrees that the FirstNet-proposed State plan does not constitute a contract between the State and FirstNet, the commenter believes that the State should expect certainty regarding these specific criteria for an alternative plan. Without such a guarantee, the commenter asserts that States will not be provided with the information needed to make an appropriate RAN deployment decision.

Response: FirstNet, as discussed in the Second Notice, intends to include at least certain outcomes of the RFP process as well as sufficient information to enable NTIA to make comparisons of cost-effectiveness, security, coverage, and quality of service.

Comment #38: Several commenters disagreed that FirstNet’s State plan does not form a contract between FirstNet and the State. A few commenters argued that FirstNet’s presentation of a State plan to a State constituted an “offer” to the Governor, with “acceptance” of such offer occurring when the Governor chooses to participate in the offered plan. One commenter suggested that FirstNet’s State plan in essence creates an “unconscionable contract of adhesion” by not containing what the commenter considered to be “material elements of the contract.” Furthermore, these commenters contended that without the State plan presentation and acceptance being considered a binding contract, the State cannot obtain the necessary certainty with which to make an informed decision pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).

Response: FirstNet disagrees with this comment and concludes, as discussed in the Second Notice, that the presentation of a proposed plan to a State from FirstNet does not create any type of contract. First, the applicable provisions of the Act do not use, nor make any reference to, any contract terminology in describing the State plan, thus suggesting that Congress did not intend for such plans to create a contract between FirstNet and the States. Next, as analyzed in the Second Notice, the presentation of the State plan does not constitute the necessary elements of “offer and acceptance” to create a contract. Finally, unlike the plan itself that does not mandate any entity subscribe to any eventual FirstNet service offering, if public safety entities ultimately decide to purchase FirstNet services, at that time a contract will be established between the parties with the typical terms and conditions of a contractual relationship.

Final Interpretations Regarding the State’s Development of an Alternative Plan

47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(B) requires, not later than 180 days after a Governor provides notice to FirstNet, NTIA, and the FCC pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(A), that the Governor develop and complete RFPs for construction, maintenance, and operation of the RAN within the State. Similar to the requirement that FirstNet must notify the State upon the “completion” of the RFP process, section 1442(e)(3)(B) does not further define the phrase “complete requests for proposals” that the State must accomplish within the 180-day timeline.

As stated in the Second Notice, FirstNet understands that States, like FirstNet, will potentially have gaps in information at the time of their RFP process, and subsequently at the time of their submission of an alternative plan. For instance, because States will not have negotiated a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet upon the initial 49 See Oxford Dictionary of English (3 ed. 2014), http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/plan (last visited Aug. 30, 2015).
51 See 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2).
52 See 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(1).
submission of their alternative plan, certain final terms within the States’
own covered leasing agreements with their respective partners will likely not have been fully negotiated. FirstNet believes this should not preclude a State from submitting an alternative plan, so long as within the 180-day time period the State has progressed to the extent necessary to submit an alternative plan in accordance with the requirements described in section 1442(e)(3)(C)(i).

Accordingly, FirstNet makes the following conclusions regarding the State’s development of an alternative plan:

1. FirstNet concludes that the phrase “complete requests for proposals” means that a State has progressed in such a process to the extent necessary to submit an alternative plan for the construction, maintenance, operation, and improvements of the RAN that demonstrates the technical and interoperability requirements in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)(i).

2. FirstNet concludes that where a State fails to “complete” its RFP within the 180-day period pursuant to the Act, the State forfeits its ability to submit an alternative plan pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C), and the construction, maintenance, operations, and improvements of the RAN within the State shall proceed in accordance with the FirstNet proposed State plan for such State.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments Regarding the State’s Development of an Alternative Plan

The majority of respondents agreed with FirstNet’s conclusion that, due to the similar nature of the States’ responsibility to “complete requests for proposals” and FirstNet’s requirement to notify the States upon “completion of the request for proposal process,” States should similarly only need to progress to the point in its RFP process to be able to submit an alternative plan for the construction, maintenance, operation, and improvements of the RAN that also demonstrates the technical and interoperability requirements described in the FCC’s evaluation criteria pursuant to section 1442(e)(3)(C)(i). Similarly, the majority of commenters agreed with FirstNet’s conclusion that the Act’s interest in timely network deployment compels the State and FirstNet to proceed in accordance with FirstNet’s proposed State plan if the State is unable to submit an alternative plan within 180 days as required pursuant to section 1442(e)(3)(C)(i).

Several commenters, however, maintained that the 180-day timeline is too short of a period for a State to realistically complete its RFP process and that the State should not have to forfeit its ability to submit an alternative plan if it does not complete the RFP process within the 180 days. Several commenters seemed to suggest that States must be “complete” enough in their RFP process to provide information over and above that which FirstNet had concluded was required within the 180-day timeline.

Comment #39: Numerous commenters expressed their frustration at the short time periods established by the Act, with several suggesting that FirstNet extend the 180-day deadline based on certain factors determined by FirstNet regarding consultation activities.

Response: FirstNet was created by Congress and is bound by the statutory language contained within the Act. The Act explicitly provides for a 180-day period following the Governor’s decision to opt-out to “develop and complete requests for proposals for the construction, maintenance, and operation of the [RAN] within the State.” FirstNet has no ability to change the plain language of the Act and is not authorized to extend the 180-day time period.

FirstNet acknowledges the issues regarding timetables raised in certain of the comments and therefore has concluded that such “completion” required pursuant to section 1442(e)(3)(B) is only required to the extent necessary to be able to submit an alternative plan for the construction, maintenance, operation, and improvements of the RAN that also demonstrates the technical and interoperability requirements in accordance with 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)(i).

Comment #40: Numerous respondents asserted that the State should not be required to forfeit its ability to submit an alternative plan if it fails to submit its alternative plan within the 180-day timeline.

Response: FirstNet disagrees with this statement based on the purpose and language of the Act. Throughout the Act, numerous references express the desire for timely network deployment. In addition, the Act explicitly imposes timelines that a State must meet in order to proceed through the alternative plan process.

54 See, e.g., 47 U.S.C. 1428(a)(1). (describing the need for existing infrastructure to “speed deployment of the network”); see also e.g., 47 U.S.C. 1426(b)(3]) (including partnerships to “speed deployment” in rural areas).
55 See 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2)–(3).

The Act weighs a State’s right to conduct its own RAN deployment in the State with public safety’s need to expeditiously gain the benefit of interoperable communications across State borders. In doing so, it established a clear process relating to State assumption of RAN deployment.

FirstNet does not have the authority to alter this statutory process and must adhere to the express language and intent of the Act to speed deployment of a nationwide broadband network for public safety. In keeping with the language and purpose of the Act, FirstNet concludes that where a State fails to “complete” its RFP in the 180-day period pursuant to the Act, the State forfeits its ability to submit an alternative plan in accordance with section 1442(e)(3)(C), which results in the State proceeding in accordance with the FirstNet-proposed State plan.

Comment #41: One commenter seems to confuse the State’s forfeiture of its opportunity to assume RAN responsibilities with the supposition that FirstNet would be, in effect, forcing a State’s first responders to subscribe to the NPSBN by proceeding with FirstNet’s originally proposed State plan.

Response: FirstNet reiterates that the Act does not mandate public safety use of the NPSBN. Once FirstNet proceeds with the deployment of its proposed State plan, or a State takes on the RAN deployment and operation responsibility, all public safety entities across the country will have the choice whether to subscribe to the NPSBN.

Comment #42: Several commenters maintained that FirstNet must continue to ensure it is providing States with as much information as possible as soon as possible due to the tight timeframes established within the Act.

Response: FirstNet, as previously stated, is committed to continuing its consultation activities and coordinating with the States as it develops and presents the State plans.

Comment #43: One commenter suggested that a State should reasonably be required to sufficiently develop and complete the RFPs during the 180-day period and advance in such process to the extent necessary to not only enable the State to meet the requirements of section 1442(e)(3)(C), but also those of section 1442(e)(3)(D).

Response: FirstNet appreciates the tight timeframes included within the Act and has taken practical steps to help ensure that a State has a reasonable opportunity to proceed with deploying its own RAN in the State. States are not
required to know all details of their alternative plan, but instead to have progressed to a point to be able to present an alternative plan for the construction, maintenance, operation, and improvements of the RAN that is also able to demonstrate the technical and interoperability obligations required pursuant to section 1442(e)(3)(C)(i). FirstNet agrees with the respondent that a State must provide information specified in section 1442(e)(3)(D) prior to NTIA being able to complete its section 1442(e)(3)(D) comparisons pursuant to the Act and for the State to seek to enter into a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet.57 FirstNet concludes, however, that within the 180-day timeframe, the State must only seek to enter into a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet.57 FirstNet concludes, however, that, within the 180-day timeframe, the State must only be able to submit an alternative plan for the construction, maintenance, operation, and improvements of the RAN that also demonstrates the technical and interoperability requirements within section 1442(e)(3)(C)(i).58

Final Interpretations Regarding the Responsibilities of FirstNet and a State Upon a State Decision To Assume Responsibility for the Construction and Operation of Its Own RAN

Under 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)(iii), the FCC’s decision to approve a State’s alternative plan triggers the State’s obligation to apply to NTIA to seek a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet (while also allowing the State to apply for a grant to assist in the construction of the State’s RAN). Several questions with respect to these provisions of the Act are discussed in the Second Notice regarding the implications and effects on FirstNet and a State of the FCC’s decision to approve or disapprove a State’s alternative plan.

Based on its analysis in the Second Notice, FirstNet makes the following conclusions regarding the responsibilities of FirstNet and a State upon a State’s decision to assume responsibility for the construction and operation of its own RAN:

1. FirstNet concludes that once a plan has been disapproved by the FCC, subject only to the additional review described in 47 U.S.C. 1442(h), the opportunity for a State to conduct its own RAN deployment pursuant to 47 U.S.C. 1442(e) will be forfeited, and FirstNet shall proceed in accordance with its proposed plan for that State.

2. FirstNet concludes, following an FCC-approved alternative State RAN plan, it would have no obligation to construct, operate, maintain, or improve the RAN within such State.

3. FirstNet concludes that if a State, following FCC approval of its alternative plan, is unable or unwilling to implement its alternative plan in accordance with all applicable requirements, then FirstNet may assume, without obligation, RAN responsibilities in the State.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments Regarding the Responsibilities of FirstNet and a State Upon a State Decision To Assume Responsibility for the Construction and Operation of Its Own RAN

Commenters generally agreed with FirstNet’s conclusions regarding the responsibilities of a State and FirstNet following the FCC’s decision to approve or disapprove a State’s alternative plan. Almost all respondents agreed that if the FCC were to disapprove a State’s alternative plan, subject to the judicial review allowed in section 1442(b), the State would proceed according to FirstNet’s proposed plan.59 Most commenters agreed that once the FCC approves an alternative plan, the State itself must assume the obligation for the construction, operation, maintenance, and improvement of the RAN in such State, and acknowledged FirstNet’s rationale for concluding its obligation to deploy a State plan would be extinguished.

Additionally, several commenters stated that it was their belief that FirstNet should provide assurances that it will ensure every State has NPSBN service offerings, whether such State opts-in or fails in its attempt to deploy and operate the RAN. On the other hand, one commenter cautioned FirstNet against adopting interpretations that would allow for the “rescue of opt-out” States without clarifying that such a scenario should not be seen by the States as a “safety net.”

Comment #44: One respondent maintained that the State should not be required to forfeit its ability to conduct its own RAN deployment and proceed with the FirstNet-proposed State plan following an FCC decision to disapprove the State’s alternative plan pursuant to section 1442(e)(3)(C)(iv).

Response: FirstNet disagrees with this statement based on the plain language of the Act. Section 1442(e)(3) explicitly states that “[i]f the [FCC] disapproves a [State’s alternative plan], the construction, maintenance, operation, and improvements of the network within the State shall proceed in accordance with the plan proposed by [FirstNet].”60 A State does have the right to appeal the FCC’s decision to the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia,61 but the Act’s language makes it clear that deployment within the State shall proceed according to FirstNet’s proposed State plan following FCC disapproval of the alternative plan.

Comment #45: One commenter expressed that it would be beneficial to have an appeals process following the submission to the FCC, in instances where the State plan was not approved, through which the decision could be referred to an independent third party for adjudication.

Response: Section 1442(h) already specifically designates an appeals process with respect to the FCC’s disapproval of an alternative plan, whereby “[t]he United States District Court for the District of Columbia shall have exclusive jurisdiction to review a decision of the [FCC] pursuant to subsection (e)(3)(C)(iv).”62 Any additional appeals processes would contradict the express language of the Act that the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia has “exclusive jurisdiction” to review the FCC’s decision to disapprove a State’s alternative plan, as well as simply add to the likely substantial delays that would result in the NPSBN deployment within the respective States.

Comment #46: Several commenters asserted that FirstNet’s central obligation pursuant to the Act is to ensure the deployment of the NPSBN in every State, and that, even if a State gains all necessary approvals to implement its alternative plan and eventually fails, FirstNet’s obligation to deploy the network nationwide is never extinguished and must proceed according to the FirstNet-proposed State plan.

Response: Each Governor is given the option to decide to participate in FirstNet’s proposed State plan or to progress through a statutorily-mandated process to assume the obligation for constructing, maintaining, operating, and improving its own State RAN.63 This process can infuse significant delays in the deployment based on the statutorily-mandated timeframes for the Governor’s decision and the development of an alternative State plan by the State.64 Further, the Act provides

62 See id.
63 See 47 U.S.C. 1442(e).
64 See 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(2), (3)(C)(ii) (providing that the Governor has 90 days to make a decision on State RAN deployment and 180 days to complete
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no explicit timelines for the FCC to review and approve or disapprove of an alternative plan, and affords an additional unspecified period of time to appeal any disapproval to the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia.65

Given the timeframes required by the Act to reach the point of the approval of an alternate plan by the FCC, it is critical that thereafter FirstNet and its eventual RFP partner(s) are able to rely on the State decision to proceed with RAN deployment so FirstNet can appropriately plan for the deployment throughout the rest of the nation. FirstNet cannot be in a position to further delay the nationwide availability of the NPSBN due to a single State’s inability or unwillingness to deploy the RAN within that State. In addition, the Act does not provide a mechanism requiring FirstNet to assume responsibility for local RAN deployment after a State has elected, and been approved, to do so. Indeed, to the contrary, Congress indicated its clear intent in requiring FirstNet to proceed with its State plan only in the case where a State’s alternative plan was disapproved by the FCC. Congress could have just as easily included a requirement that FirstNet proceed with a State plan if a State was unable or unwilling to proceed under its alternative plan. However, we believe Congress created a balance in favor of certainty and speed to deployment, which is consistent with the detailed process and steps Congress implemented in the Act to ensure alternative State plans initially met the necessary criteria for State deployment and operation of the RAN.66

Therefore, FirstNet reiterates its conclusion that, following an FCC-approved alternative plan, it would have no obligation to construct, operate, maintain, or improve the RAN within such State, but if the State becomes unable or unwilling to implement its alternative plan in accordance with all applicable requirements, then FirstNet may assume, without obligation, the RAN responsibilities in the State.

D. Customer, Operational, and Funding Considerations Regarding State Assumption of RAN Construction and Operation

Customer Relationships in States Assuming RAN Construction and Operation

The Act does not expressly define which customer-facing roles are assumed by a State or FirstNet with respect to public safety entities in States that have assumed responsibility for RAN construction and operation. Generally speaking, all wireless network services to public safety entities will require technical operation of both the RAN, operated by the State in this case, and the core network, operated by FirstNet. The Act charges FirstNet with ensuring the establishment of the NPSBN, including the deployment of the core network, but provides States an opportunity, subject to certain conditions, to conduct the deployment of a RAN in a State.67 A core network, for example, would typically control critical authentication, mobility, routing, security, prioritization rules, and support system functions, including billing and device services, along with connectivity to the Internet and public switched network. Conversely, the RAN would typically dictate, among other things, the coverage and capacity of last mile wireless communication to customer devices and certain priority and preemption enforcement points at the wireless interface of the network. The allocation of these technical and operational functions, however, does not entirely dictate who assumes public safety customer-facing roles, such as marketing, execution of customer agreements, billing, maintaining service responsibility, and generating and using fees from public safety customers. Thus, the conclusions below relate to FirstNet and the State’s respective roles and approach with regard to customer relationships in States assuming responsibility for RAN construction and operation in that State.

FirstNet concludes that the Act provides sufficient flexibility to accommodate many types of customer relationships with public safety entities for States assuming RAN responsibility so long as the relationships meet the interoperability and self-sustainment goals of the Act.

2. FirstNet concludes that the Act does not require that States assuming RAN deployment responsibilities be the customer-facing entity entering into agreements with and charging fees to public safety entities in such States.

3. FirstNet concludes that the Act does not preclude States assuming RAN deployment responsibilities from charging subscription fees to public safety entities if FirstNet and such States agree to such an arrangement in the spectrum capacity lease.

4. FirstNet concludes that the Act provides sufficient flexibility to allow the determination of whether FirstNet or a State plays a customer-facing role to public safety entities in a State assuming RAN responsibilities, to be the subject of operational discussions between FirstNet and the State in negotiating the terms of the spectrum capacity lease.

5. FirstNet concludes that it will maintain a flexible approach to such functions and interactions in order to provide the best solutions to each State so long as the agreed upon approach meets the interoperability and self-sustainment goals of the Act.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on Customer Relationships in States Assuming RAN Construction and Operation

Summary: All commenters generally agreed with FirstNet’s interpretations relating to the nature of customer relationships in States assuming RAN construction and operation. Commenters concurred with the interpretation that by maintaining flexibility in determining whether FirstNet or States will be the customer-facing entity, it allows States to tailor their operations to meet their individual state public safety broadband needs while still ensuring the achievement of the interoperability and self-sustainment goals of the Act.

Final Interpretation of FirstNet Analyzing Funding Considerations as Part of Its Determination To Enter Into a Spectrum Capacity Lease

FirstNet has number of funding sources, including: (1) Up to $7 billion in cash; (2) user or subscriber fees; (3) fees from excess network capacity leases that allow FirstNet to lease capacity not being used by public safety to commercial entities under covered leasing agreements; and (4) lease fees related to network equipment and infrastructure.68 Each of these funding sources is critical to offset the massive costs of building, operating, and maintaining the NSPBN envisioned in the Act and in meeting the self-sustainability requirements placed on FirstNet pursuant to the Act.

However, States seeking and receiving approval of alternative RAN plans could

the RFP process if the State is seeking to conduct its own RAN deployment).

65 See 47 U.S.C. 1442(b).

66 See U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(C)(iv) (stating where the FCC disapproves an alternative plan, the State proceeds according to FirstNet’s proposed plan); 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(D) (failing to assert that a State must proceed with the FirstNet proposed plan when a FCC-approved plan subsequently fails to demonstrate the requirements to NTIA pursuant to Section 1442(3)(D) to seek a spectrum capacity lease from FirstNet).

67 See 47 U.S.C. 1422(a), (e).

68 See generally 47 U.S.C. 1428(a), 1457(b)(3).
materially affect FirstNet’s funding sources and thus its ability to serve public safety, particularly in rural States. More precisely, a State that assumes RAN deployment responsibilities could benefit from, or supplant, these funding sources, by generating and retaining amounts in excess of that necessary to reasonably maintain the particular State RAN through monetization of FirstNet’s licensed spectrum. By doing so, the excess value above that reasonably needed to operate and maintain the RAN would no longer be available to help ensure that nationwide deployment, particularly in higher cost rural areas, will occur. This undermines the intent of the Act and the express requirement for FirstNet to deploy in rural areas as part of each phase of implementation.69

Accordingly, FirstNet concludes, based on the language and the intent of the Act, that Congress did not intend to permit alternative RAN plans that inefficiently utilize scarce spectrum resources to hinder the nationwide deployment of the NPSBN by depriving it of needed financial support. FirstNet further concludes that it must thus consider the effect of any such material inefficiencies, among other things, on the NPSBN in determining whether, and under what terms, to enter into a spectrum capacity lease.

Congress’s intent in this regard is informed by 47 U.S.C. 1442(e)(3)(D) requiring a State that wishes to assume RAN responsibilities to demonstrate “the cost-effectiveness of the State plan” when applying to NTIA not just for grant funds, but also for spectrum capacity leasing rights from FirstNet, which are necessary for the implementation of a State RAN. Independent of NTIA’s determination in assessing such an application, FirstNet, as the licensee of the spectrum and an independent authority within NTIA, must ultimately decide on what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease with a State.70 The conclusions below relate to FirstNet’s role and responsibilities in negotiating a spectrum capacity lease with a State seeking to assume responsibilities for deploying its RAN.

1. FirstNet concludes, in fulfilling its duties and responsibilities under the Act, it can and must take into account funding considerations, including the “cost-effectiveness” of an alternative state plan as it may impact the national deployment of the NPSBN, in determining whether and under what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease with a State.

2. FirstNet concludes as part of its cost-effectiveness analysis in determining whether and under what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease, it (i) must consider the impact of cost-inefficient alternative RAN plans, including inefficient use of scarce spectrum resources, on the NPSBN, and (ii) may require that amounts generated within a State in excess of those required to reasonably sustain the State RAN, be utilized to support the Act’s requirement to deploy the NPSBN on a nationwide basis.

3. FirstNet concludes as part of its cost-effectiveness analysis it must consider State reimbursement and distribution of any user fees assessed to public safety entities or spectrum capacity revenues in determining whether and under what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on Funding Considerations Part of Determination To Enter Into a Spectrum Capacity Lease

Summary: Commenters generally agreed with these interpretations emphasizing, for example, that it would be entirely consistent with the Act for FirstNet to take into account its funding considerations, among other things, and impose conditions on such spectrum capacity leases to ensure that revenue from excess capacity arrangements and subscriber fees will be utilized in a manner that continues to facilitate the deployment of the NPSBN.

Certain commenters either disagreed with, or provided recommendations for, implementing these interpretations, particularly regarding whether and how FirstNet can and must take into account funding considerations, including the “cost-effectiveness” of the State plan, in order to guarantee the viability of a broadband network dedicated to public safety across the nation.

Comment #47: One commenter reasoned that FirstNet’s proposed interpretation is unsupported by the Act’s plain language, and potentially conflicts with existing federal authority over States.

Response: FirstNet disagrees that the interpretation is unsupported by the plain language of the Act. The Act directs the FCC to reallocate and grant a license to FirstNet for the use of the 700 MHz D block spectrum and existing public safety broadband spectrum.71 FirstNet, as the designated licensee of the spectrum pursuant to the Act, has a statutory obligation to ensure the establishment of an interoperable, nationwide public safety broadband network.72 To satisfy this obligation, FirstNet has been given broad authority to take actions it determines necessary, appropriate, or advisable to accomplish its mission.73 As discussed in the Second Notice, FirstNet has determined that it must ensure the efficient use of each of its limited funding resources in order to offset the massive costs to build, operate, and maintain the NSPBN envisioned in the Act and also to meet the statutory self-sustainability requirement imposed on FirstNet pursuant to the Act.

To assist FirstNet in protecting critical financial resources, the Act requires, among other things, a State seeking to assume RAN responsibilities to demonstrate “the cost-effectiveness of the State plan” when applying to NTIA for spectrum capacity leasing rights from FirstNet, which are necessary for the implementation of a State RAN.74 Consistent with the intent of the Act to ensure the nationwide deployment, FirstNet must consider the cost-effectiveness of the alternative State plan on that nationwide deployment. Indeed, independent of NTIA’s determination in assessing such an application, FirstNet, as the designated licensee of the spectrum pursuant to the Act and an independent authority within NTIA, must ultimately decide whether and pursuant to what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease with a State.75 Accordingly, FirstNet has determined that it is necessary to take into account funding considerations, including the “cost-effectiveness” of an alternative state plan, and its impact on FirstNet’s ability to deploy the national network, in determining whether and under what terms to enter into a spectrum capacity lease.

Comment #48: Several commenters reasoned that the proposed interpretation either acts as a tax or assigns additional costs to a State that

71 Id.
74 We note that FirstNet’s interpretation of this provision and its determination with regard to its duties based on the State’s proposed demonstration is independent of and does not limit NTIA. To the extent the “spectrum capacity lease” described in section 1442(e)(3)(C)(iii)(II) is a lease of the spectrum itself, rather than capacity on the network, under applicable FCC rules, the FCC “will allow parties to determine precise terms and provisions of their contract” consistent with FirstNet’s obligations as a licensee under such rules. See Promoting Efficient Use of Spectrum Through Elimination of Barriers to the Development of Secondary Markets, WT Docket No. 00–230, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 03–113, 18 FCC Rcd 20604, 20637 (2003).
has assumed responsibility for RAN deployment.

Response: FirstNet disagrees that its interpretation acts as a tax or results in any actual or additional costs to a State that assumes deployment for a RAN in the State. Rather, as discussed in the Second Notice, FirstNet’s interpretations ensure that States are not able to retain excess value not reasonably needed for the RAN in that State, and are intended to protect the limited resources provided by Congress to ensure the establishment of a nationwide broadband network for public safety.

Comment #49: Several commenters noted generally that the terms of a spectrum capacity lease are vital to preserving the opportunity for a State to choose to conduct its own deployment of a RAN, and accordingly, the terms of the spectrum capacity lease agreement, although negotiated, should be conducted in an open and transparent manner. Such commenters also asserted that the terms should be reasonable and known at the same time FirstNet delivers its State plan in order to maintain a partnership between FirstNet and the States.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comments and will consider them, as appropriate, in the development of any processes or requirements related to a spectrum capacity lease.

Comment #50: Three commenters expressed concern that FirstNet would abuse its authority under this interpretation by leveraging its control of the spectrum to demand virtually any concession it wanted during the negotiation of a spectrum capacity lease, thereby creating a set of circumstances in which the opportunity for a State to conduct its own RAN deployment pursuant to the Act is not a meaningful opportunity.

Response: FirstNet recognizes that the Act strikes a balance between establishing a nationwide network and providing States an opportunity, under certain conditions, to maintain and operate the RAN portion of the network in their States. Accordingly, FirstNet intends to act in good faith with each of the States to explore “win-win” solutions with States desiring to assume RAN responsibilities, including in scenarios where potential revenue would materially exceed RAN and related costs in a State consistent with the requirements and intent of the Act.

Comment #51: One commenter, although recognizing FirstNet’s responsibility to maximize the build out of a nationwide network, disagreed that a State’s alternative RAN plan, once approved by the FCC, should be subject to spectrum capacity lease considerations that are outside the geographical area of the State.

Response: The Act expressly charges FirstNet with ensuring the establishment of a nationwide public safety broadband network. To satisfy this mandate, FirstNet must consider and account for the use of the limited resources provided it in order to accomplish this mission. This includes ensuring that the scarce spectrum resources provided for the nationwide network are not used in a materially insufficient manner that could negatively impact the deployment of the entire network. Specifically, FirstNet has a duty to consider the effect of any such inefficiencies on, among other things, more rural States, and on the larger FirstNet program, in determining whether, and under what terms, to enter into a spectrum capacity lease.

Comment #52: One commenter stated that the benefit of requiring “opt-out” urban States to provide “excess” revenues for rural build out nationwide should not apply to a rural State that may want to take responsibility for its own RAN deployment.

Response: FirstNet’s analysis of funding considerations must equally apply to all States that are able to generate value in excess of the reasonable costs of operating and maintaining the RAN when electing to assume RAN responsibility within the State, so as to ensure sufficient resources are available for the national deployment of the NPSBN. However, we acknowledge that likely only a limited number of jurisdictions will generate such excess value, which would be available to help support deployment, for example, in higher cost, rural areas.

Comment #53: One commenter stated it does not support FirstNet’s interpretation and proposed that any “cost-effectiveness” evaluation of a State plan must begin and end with the effect on the State and argued that the Governor’s obligation is to provide the best possible, most cost-effective, solution for that State’s residents.

Response: FirstNet agrees that pursuant to the Act, a State Governor has the right to determine whether it is in the best interest of a State to participate in the State RAN plan as proposed by FirstNet, or instead seek to conduct the deployment of its own RAN within the State. Accordingly, a Governor may choose to independently evaluate whether it is more cost-effective to participate in the State RAN plan as proposed by FirstNet or conduct its own deployment of a RAN in the State. In contrast, FirstNet has an obligation to ensure the establishment of a nationwide network and must take into consideration the interests of all States rather than only a single State. Accordingly, FirstNet, based on the reasoning in the Second Notice, has determined that as a part of its decision to enter into a spectrum capacity lease it must take into account the cost-effectiveness of the proposed alternative State plan, including the impact of the plan on the nationwide network.

Comment #54: One commenter recommended that the reinvestment analysis should define more clearly the network to ensure RANs that service both public safety entities and secondary users should be targeted first for reinvestment instead of being limited to a RAN for public safety only.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges this recommendation and will consider it as any applicable decisions are developed on the matter.

Comment #55: One commenter noted that any lease of excess capacity needs to recognize that the amount of such excess may vary well with State and decrease over time, citing several studies that indicated 20 MHz of spectrum will be needed, and in some very large incidents, may not be totally sufficient for public safety use. Therefore, the commenter suggested that the amount of supplemental funding that can be attained from covered leasing agreements should follow a determination of the spectrum capacity required by public safety instead of having the amount of spectrum available to public safety be determined by the additional funding beyond the $7 billion needed for the network.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges this recommendation and will consider it as any applicable decisions are developed on the matter.

Comment #56: One commenter requested clarification on whether the preliminary interpretation would mean that no excess revenues will ever be allowed to offset, in whole or part, public safety subscriber fees or if all of those revenues will only be reinvested back into the network to maintain or expand infrastructure.

Response: FirstNet’s interpretation does not expressly foreclose the potential for excess revenues to offset, in whole or part, public safety user or subscriber fees provided such reinvestment complies with the requirements of 47 U.S.C. 1426(d), 1442(g).

Comment #57: Three commenters, although supporting the goal of ensuring build out in rural areas, requested more...
clarification on the general scope of the FirstNet spectrum capacity lease requirements, including the scope of the proposed “cost-effectiveness” analysis.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comments and will consider them, as appropriate, in the development of any processes or requirements related to a spectrum capacity lease.

Comment #58: One commenter indicated that NTIA, and not FirstNet, has the ultimate decision-making authority over the entry of spectrum capacity leases with States assuming RAN responsibilities. As support, the commenter referenced 47 U.S.C. § 1442(e)(3)(C)(iii), which provides that if the Commission approves a State plan, the State “shall apply to the NTIA to lease spectrum capacity from the First Responder Network Authority.” Accordingly, the Commenter contended that only NTIA has the authority to enter into spectrum capacity leases with opt-out States. Responder Network Authority.

Comment #59: One commenter disagreed with the proposed interpretation that a State assuming RAN responsibilities to reach an agreement regarding who serves as the customer facing entity and ultimately receives such user or subscription fees under the spectrum capacity lease, with respect to the user fees generated from public safety customers in a State. In accordance with the structure and purposes of the Act, which requires that the NSPBN be self-funded, and includes specific provisions requiring reinvestment of revenues in the network, FirstNet makes the following conclusions relating to the use of user or subscription fees assessed and collected by a State assuming responsibility for deploying the RAN:

1. FirstNet concludes that the Act requires that States assuming RAN deployment responsibilities and charging user or subscription fees to public safety entities must reinvest such fees into the network.

2. FirstNet concludes it could impose a reinvestment restriction within the terms of a spectrum capacity lease with a State.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on Reinvestment of User or Subscription Fees

Summary: Commenters generally agreed with the interpretation that user or subscription fees must be reinvested in the network, recognizing that to achieve network sustainability, all fees, revenues, etc. would need to be reinvested into the network. The dissenting commenters, as documented below, did not typically disagree that the funds must be reinvested in the network, but rather wanted to limit the reinvestment of the funds solely to RAN construction, operation, and maintenance in the State where the fees were assessed rather than requiring reinvestment to include the nationwide network.

Comment #60: One commenter disagreed with the proposed interpretation that FirstNet could consider or impose a reinvestment restriction as part of a spectrum capacity lease, stating that such a conclusion is not supported by the plain language of the Act.

Response: See the response to Comment #47 discussing the ability of FirstNet to negotiate the specific terms and conditions of a spectrum capacity lease.

Comment #61: One commenter suggested the provisions for reinvestment should define more clearly the network to ensure the RAN that serves dual purposes (i.e., both public safety entities and secondary users) should be targeted first for reinvestment.
Response: The RAN, whether deployed by FirstNet or a State, will be capable of being utilized by both public safety entities and secondary users. Thus, any funds reinvested in a State RAN will likely positively impact both public safety and secondary users. However, public safety entities are intended to be the primary users of the network. Therefore, to the extent that a RAN requires special modifications specifically for, or on behalf of public safety entities, such modifications will likely take priority over general investments in the RAN. Nevertheless, FirstNet anticipates gaining a better understanding of these specific needs and priorities as it continues both its ongoing consultation with its various stakeholders as well as part of any negotiation between FirstNet and a State to enter into a spectrum capacity lease.

Comment #62: One commenter disagreed with FirstNet’s interpretation of the Act, expressing concern that reinvestments of subscriber fees is a tax on public safety responders and stating that any charges above and beyond what is necessary to maintain and improve a State’s RAN should be returned to that State’s public safety community in the form of rate reductions, training, and better equipment.

Response: See the responses to Comment #48 and Comment #56 above.

Reinvestment of Revenues From State Covered Leasing Agreements/Public-Private Partnerships

The Act includes certain provisions addressing the reinvestment of covered leasing agreement fees for States assuming RAN deployment opportunities that have both received approval from NTIA and entered into a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet.78

We analyzed, in the Second Notice, the parallels between FirstNet and the State provisions addressing the reinvestment of such fees pursuant to the Act. For example, section 1428(d) requires FirstNet to reinvest those amounts received from the assessment of fees pursuant to section 1428 in the NPSBN by using only funds only for constructing, maintaining, operating, or improving the network.79 Parallel to section 1428(d), section 1442(g)(2) requires that any amounts gained from a covered leasing agreement between a State conducting its own deployment of a RAN and a secondary user must be used only for constructing, maintaining, operating, or improving the RAN of the State.80

Section 1428(a)(2) authorizes FirstNet to charge lease fees related to covered leasing agreements. Other than such agreements, however, FirstNet is not expressly authorized to enter into other arrangements involving the sale or lease of network capacity. In potential contrast, section 1442(g)(1) precludes States from providing “commercial service to consumers or offer[ing] wholesale leasing capacity of the network within the State except directly through public-private partnerships for construction, maintenance, operation, and improvement of the network within the State.” 81 Section 1442(g)(2), entitled “Rule of construction,” provides that “[n]othing in this subsection shall be construed to prohibit the State and a secondary user from entering into a covered leasing agreement.” 82

To reconcile the differences in these provisions, FirstNet, in accordance with its analysis in the Second Notice, makes the following interpretations relating the potential treatment of a covered leasing agreement and a public-private partnership for construction, maintenance, operation, and improvement of the network:

1. FirstNet concludes that, in practical effect, the literal statutory differences between a covered leasing agreement and public-private partnership as used in the Act result in no substantive difference between the Act’s treatment of FirstNet and States that assume RAN responsibility.

2. FirstNet concludes that any revenues from public-private partnerships, to the extent such arrangements are permitted and different than covered leasing agreements, should be reinvested into the network and that the reinvestment provision of 47 U.S.C. § 1442(g) should be interpreted to require such reinvestment.

Analysis of and Responses to Comments on Reinvestment of Revenues From State Covered Leasing Agreements/Public-Private Partnerships

Commenters generally supported the interpretation, agreeing that through the provisions of and overall framework and policy goals of the Act, Congress intended that any revenues from public-private partnerships, to the extent such arrangements are permitted and different than covered leasing agreements, should be subject to the reinvestment requirements of the Act. However, a few commenters, as discussed below, disagreed with the interpretation.

Comment #63: One commenter suggested the proposed interpretation regarding public-private partnerships is too narrow and will only serve to inhibit creative, customized solutions for RAN build out and maintenance within a State. Specifically, the commenter noted that the Act allows FirstNet to lease spectrum capacity to commercial providers who are free to offer commercial service and to profit from the arrangement, and likewise, the Act should be interpreted to permit opt-out States in connection with selected partners to have this same economic opportunity.

Response: FirstNet disagrees that its interpretation inhibits or limits customized solutions for RAN build out and maintenance within a State. The Act allows both FirstNet and States that have received approval of an alternative plan and entered into a spectrum capacity lease with FirstNet to enter into covered leasing agreements.83 A covered leasing agreement, as the only instrument in the Act that permits access to network capacity on a secondary basis for non-public safety services, is a fundamental tool to attract entities to assist in the construction, management, and operation of the NPSBN, including State RANs. Consequently, a State that enters into a covered leasing agreement with a secondary user would be afforded the same benefits that are available to FirstNet pursuant to section 1428(a)(2)(B). Including permitting the secondary user access to network capacity on a secondary basis for non-public safety services. Similarly, the only limitations on the covered leasing agreements between a State and secondary user would be those described in the Act, including reinvestment of such revenues in the RAN, and the terms and conditions agreed upon by FirstNet and the State as part of the spectrum capacity lease.84

Thus, the same potential economic opportunity exists for States assuming RAN responsibilities as for FirstNet nationally, including rural States, to deploy partnerships with broadband providers, local telecommunications providers, or other private sector entities within such States.

Comment #64: One commenter provided a general comment about covered leasing agreements and public-private partnerships, stating that the negotiating entity should seek to maximize the profit it can obtain from the 700 MHz spectrum allotted to public safety by leasing the spectrum capacity.

78 47 U.S.C. 1442(g).
79 47 U.S.C. 1428(d).
80 47 U.S.C. 1442(g)(2).
81 47 U.S.C. 1442(g)(1) (emphasis added).
82 47 U.S.C. 1442(g)(2).
83 See 47 U.S.C. 1428(a), 1442(g)(2).
84 See id.
to secondary users on a statewide, regional, or national basis—whichever arrangement is most profitable.

Response: FirstNet agrees that it should evaluate various funding and deployment options in order to help speed deployment and ensure the establishment of a self-sustaining broadband network dedicated to public safety throughout the nation.

Comment #65: One commenter suggested that, although revenue generated from a covered leasing agreement is an important financial contribution to the construction and maintenance of the nationwide network, FirstNet should not allow the promise of secondary leasing agreements to single-handedly drive its strategic decisions.

Response: FirstNet acknowledges the comment and intends to analyze and determine the most efficient and effective way to utilize its various funding streams to ensure the deployment and operation of a nationwide broadband network for public safety.

Comment #66: One commenter suggested that State law, not FirstNet, should determine the ability of an opt-out State to profit from public-private partnerships or covered leasing agreements.

Response: The Act authorizes States to enter into covered leasing agreements with secondary users through public-private arrangements and establishes the parameters of those arrangements.85 Indeed, the Act explicitly limits the use of any revenue gained by a State through a covered leasing agreement to constructing, maintaining, operating, or improving the RAN of that State.86 Similarly, FirstNet has also concluded that section 1428(d), authorizing a State to enter into public-private partnerships, was intended by Congress to be read consistently, to the extent such an arrangement is considered something different from a covered leasing agreement, so as to ensure ongoing reinvestment of all revenues into the network. This is consistent with the overall purpose and intent of the Act to ensure the deployment and operation of the NPSBN.


Jason Karp,
Chief Counsel (Acting), First Responder Network Authority.
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